Risk factors for residual anterolateral rotational instability after double bundle anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction: Evaluation by quantitative assessment of the pivot shift phenomenon using triaxial accelerometer.
Exact knowledge of risk factors for residual anterolateral rotatinoal instability (ALRI) after anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction is limited. The purpose of this study was to analyse possible risk factors for ALRI after ACL reconstruction. Quantitative assessment of the pivot shift phenomenon by measuring tibial acceleration was performed in 46 patients during primary double-bundle ACL reconstructions. The absolute value of the acceleration of the injured knee after provisional fixation of the ACL grafts ('absolute residual acceleration') and the subtraction of the acceleration of the uninjured knee from absolute residual acceleration ('relative residual acceleration') were defined as indicators for residual ALRI. The associations between these indicators and nine candidate risk factors were analysed using univariate and multiple regression analyses. Multiple regression analysis revealed that absolute residual acceleration was positively associated with both preoperative acceleration difference between injured and uninjured knees (β = 0.469, P < 0.001) and tibial acceleration of the uninjured knee (β = 0.597, P < 0.001). Relative residual acceleration was also positively associated with preoperative acceleration difference between injured and uninjured knees (β = 0.446, P< 0.001), but was negatively associated with tibial acceleration of the uninjured knee (β = -0.763, P < 0.001). Patients with larger preoperative side-to-side difference of the pivot shift phenomenon have higher risk for both absolute and relative residual ALRIs after ACL reconstruction, whereas patients with larger pivot shift phenomenon in their uninjured knees are at higher risk for absolute residual ALRI but not for relative residual ALRI.